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The Historian's Final Words...
Sad news is circling today; local historian, Ruth Scarlett, has been found
slumped over her writing desk, and the police have declared that her
demise was no accident! Ruth was about to publish her life's work - a
comprehensive study of the history of the area - but sadly, she will now
never get to see her book in print. Rumour has it that another book based
on local history was about to be published by a rival antiquarian using a
pseudonym... could there be a link between the two? Chief Inspector Elle
Solvit has been brought in to head up the inquiry but needs help from TOP
Detectives to locate any missing evidence required to identify the culprit
and link them to the crime. Can YOU solve the Clues scattered around the
town and help avenge poor Ruth's premature passing?



You're in for some twists and
turns as you investigate this
historic market town, once
one of the richest places in
the world, thanks to mining.
You'll discover tucked-away
historical gems as you explore
mostly along paved surfaces.
Please note, due to the
layout of the town centre,
hills are encountered along
the route.

OUT ON PATROL

Hard-working Detectives may
need to rest and refuel
during a tricky case. There
are limited chances to stop
for refreshments and stock
up on snacks along the way,
but you could take a short
detour at Clue 15 for shops
and cafes. Pack supplies and
enjoy a picnic at Clue 07.
Sorry, there are no public
toilets along the way.

Park your squad car in Fair
Meadow car park (TR15 2PP).
To begin your inquiries, leave
the car park where you
entered and turn left. Cross
over at the traffic lights and
go under the bridge. Search
for your first two clues where
Clinton Road meets Bond
Street (TR15 2QE). Take
GREAT CARE - this is a busy
junction.

An easy one to begin with,
Detectives! The initials of
the two words seen here
preceding "Free Library" are
the same as the initials of
your first innocent suspect.

Now, turn to the back page
of this booklet and cross off
the suspect with the same
initials.

Nearby, St Andrew will
provide a link to find a Latin
inscription. 

Rearrange the letters of this
inscription to crack the
anagram and reveal the next
innocent suspect to
eliminate from your
inquiries.

Carefully cross the road
here to head down Treruffe
Hill with the library on your
left. 

You need to be on the
right-hand side of the road
to spot your next Clue. DO
NOT take Trefuffe Terrace.

Keep your eyes up high to
discover a date linked to the
initials 'BCC'. 

A piece of evidence with a
matching reference number,
shown on the back page of
your Trail, can now be
eliminated from your
inquiries. Cross it off - it
wasn't left by the culprit!

You're off to a flying start,
daring Detectives; keep up
the great work!

At the bottom of Treruffe
Hill, twist right and head in
the direction of the viaduct,
keeping the road on your
left. This is a VERY busy
road, so stick to the
pavement at all times.

During your investigation,
you may bump into other
curious Detectives solving a
case for HQ. You’ll know
when you spot them as
they’ll have blue case notes
just like yours! Remember to
give them the Detective
Signal (left hand thumbs up)
to show that you’re on the
same team.

Pause at the Old Theatre
House to seek a blue plaque.
There's only one year on
here. Add together the
middle two digits, and then,
if 'once' is one, count along
the words this many times. 

The word you land on can
be found in the name of a
suspect who can be crossed
off.

The viaduct was built
between 1884 and 1888 and
replaced a wooden viaduct
built in 1852 by Isambard
Kingdom Brunel for the
Great Western Railway.

Much of the stone is local
granite sourced from
quarries on the side of Carn
Brea.

Patrol to the junction, then
cautiously cross Station Hill
using the pedestrian traffic
lights.

Continue in the same
direction, slipping right at
Kelyn House to enter Cross
Street, where more Clues
await.



Stop at the Redruth Town
Trail board and take four
away from The Savings
Bank. 

Locate the box with this
number in. A word below
'granite' will help you
eliminate another suspect
who didn't harm poor Ruth.

How many years did William
Murdock live in a house
here? If 1=A, 2=B, 3=C, etc.,
take the two individual
digits of your answer and
convert them to the relevant
letters of the alphabet.

Your new letters will reveal
the initials of another name
to remove.

If the gate to the roofless
garden here is unlocked,
enter the gardens.

If not, retrace your steps to
Kelyn House and turn right
at the main road to carry on
walking in the same
direction as before.

A garden in a roofless
building is the place to be,
and some old stones in here
you must see.

What year did George Fox
mention St Rumon? Times
the middle two digits
together and you'll see your
total at the end of more
evidence you can remove.

St Rumon's Garden is in the
shell of a building that was
once the cultural centre of
Redruth.

Druid's Hall used to house
the library, assembly room
and theatre. It later became
a cinema and bingo hall but
burned down in 1984.

Leave the gardens by the
entrance facing the social
club and slip right to
advance along the main
road.

At the crossroads, continue
in the same direction on the
right-hand side of Chapel
Street. Cross a small side
road, then search for a Clue.

Linger opposite the old
chapel and scan all around,
up and down.

There are three letters
visible close to you
that will identify the initials
of a suspect who can be
removed from your search.

Once solved, continue along
the main road.

Cross Nettles Hill and patrol
past the Community Centre
on the right.

Eliminate the evidence
associated with the year
Edward Nicholl opened the
children's playground.

One step closer to
unearthing the incriminating
evidence...

The site opposite here was
once Redruth Brewery,
founded in 1742 by William
Davey for the thousands of
miners in the area. The
brewery used pure water fed
from the Wheal Silver Adit.
It has been redeveloped into
Kresen Kernow, a
brand-new archive centre
for Cornwall.

You're making fantastic
progress, super sleuths;
Chief Elle Solvit is really
impressed. Keep up the
great work!

Cross Roach's Row and
continue along the main
road. Sneak right up the hill
called Plain-an-Gwarry and
cross with GREAT CARE to
stick to the pavement.

Track down what you can
see in the following
evidence file image.

Rearrange the letters of the
establishment's name
beneath to solve the
anagram and eliminate a
further innocent suspect.



Plain-an-Gwarry in Cornish
means 'place of the play'.

This name is derived from an
amphitheatre that was
located in this area in the
16th and 17th centuries.

At the end of
Plain-an-Gwarry, VERY
CAREFULLY cross the road
here to go up Lower
Cardrew Lane to the
Redruth R.F.C. entrance.

Remember your Detective
training and keep your eyes
peeled for suspicious
activity that could be linked
to the crime!

Eliminate one who shares
their surname with what is
holding a flag above the
entrance to the 'Home of
the Reds'.

They didn't have the means,
motive or opportunity to
harm Ms Scarlett, so be sure
to cross them off.

Retrace your steps back
down the lane and slink left
at the main road.

At the roundabout with
Drump Road, cross using
the island and turn right to
advance along the left-hand
side of Green Lane, heading
past the Elms on the
opposite side of the road.

Curious... Two black doors
opposite seem to relate to
some 'strange chaps'. 

Rearranging the letters of
who this establishment
belongs to will reveal the
name of an innocent person
to discard.

Continue patrolling along
the left-hand side of Green
Lane, cautiously crossing
two more roads as you go.

Your next Clue is on the
right-hand side of the road,
so cross carefully when
possible to solve it.

Quickly scan around to make
sure there aren't any
suspicious characters
observing your investigation.

When you know you're safe,
inspect the colourful pillars
as seen in the following case
file image. Now, eliminate a
brother who laid a stone
close by.

Stick to this side of the road
and continue in the same
direction to the end of the
road.

Where Green Lane meets
Fore Street, twist right to
face downhill. Your next
clue is close by.

Near to the jubilant miner in
the following case file
image, read all about the
Town Clock. 

Take the earliest date away
from the latest date. Your
total can be found within
the next piece of evidence
you can cross out.

The Town Clock Tower was
built in 1828. It's been
increased a few times in
height to ensure miners at
the top of the hill could see
it and not be late to work!

The building has also been
used as police cells, used
heavily by miners on
paydays.



Stand with the miner's back
to your back and proceed
uphill along Fore Street.

There are two Clues to solve
before the end of the
street, so scramble up the
hill too fast!

Search for a Cornish
Nightingale and work out
how old her father was
when she was born. 

If 26=A, 25=B and 24=C, etc.,
work out what each number
of your total equals. These
are the initials of the next
person you can cross off.

Spot a stone Celtic cross and
direct your attention to the
Welcome to Redruth map
nearby. 

On the map, start with your
back to Penventon Hotel
and face Blowinghouse Hill.

Now, follow the instructions
in the next box...

Use your finger to trace a
route using these directions:

Left, right, left, left, right,
left, straight across, straight
across, straight across,
second right.

You should reach a street
name matching someone
else to eliminate from your
inquiries.

At the top of Fore Street,
use the small island in the
middle of the road to VERY
CAREFULLY cross the road
here.

Advance to the Wesley
Chapel ahead, where you
can comb around for your
next Clue.

Study the roll of honour.
What was Bertie Bawden's
occupation? Note the sixth
letter of this. Next, spot the
Gunners. Note the second
letter of the last Gunners'
surname, the fourth letter in
the first Gunners' surname
and the fourth letter in the
second Gunners' surname.
Put them together to spell
another innocent's name.

Carefully retrace your steps
to cross the road at the
small island again. Slip left
to venture down the hill
towards the railway station.

You're getting SO CLOSE
now, super sleuths; don't
give up!

As you wander along this
street, look out for a tin
dredging company.

The partner of Abbott is
what you seek. They're
innocent, so eliminate them
from your inquiries.

Fantastic work, daring
Detectives; you should now
know 'whodunnit'! Now,
let's figure out what
incriminating evidence was
left behind... 

Carry on downhill, past the
station and at the old
Mining Exchange. Twist
right to enter Alma Place.
Keep your eyes peeled!

As you walk along here, look
around for the date Jane
Vivian opened a building. 

If January =1, February =2,
etc., add the month to the
date in May, then take your
total away from the year.
Your answer is the final
piece of evidence you can
discard.

Great work, super sleuths!
You've really shown us all
your ace Detective skills. You
now know who committed
this terrible crime and the
piece of evidence they left
behind. Make sure you
submit your final report to
HQ so that we can bring the
suspect in. You may be
rewarded.

To return to the
investigation start point,
retrace your steps and go
under the railway bridge
ahead of you.

If returning to your squad
car then at the junction
where the road goes under
the bridge, turn right to
walk downhill - the car park
is on your right.
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A fascinating place to explore!
Once the capital of the largest and

richest mining area in Britain.
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